Natural Landscapes
Design and Maintenance Guideline
1. CONTEXT
Urban green spaces are highly valued by the community and provide natural settings for a
range of activities and enhance neighbourhood character. The City of Marion owns, develops
and manages a network of open spaces ranging from small parks to large reserves.
Natural landscaping areas are described within Council’s Open Space Policy as “…open space
managed for general enhancement of natural amenity and passive recreation”. Natural
landscaping areas can cover entire parks and reserves, or parts thereof, and exist alongside a
broad range of open space classifications.
Natural landscaping areascan assist in meeting Council’s strategic objectives, such as the
“valuing nature” theme of the community vision through outcomes related to climate resilience,
biodiversity and improved water management.

2. PURPOSE
The purpose of thisNatural Landscapes Design and Maintenance Guideline is to
provideguidance on establishment and management of typology types to be applied within
natural landscaping areas forming Council parks and reserves.
The establishment and maintenance of natural landscaping areas follows the principles for the
provision, development, and management of open space, which are:
•
•
•
•

Accessibility and Amenity;
Multi-functional and Adaptable;
Environment Protection and Sustainability; and
Community Involvement.

3. TYPOLOGIES
This Guideline presents typologies that are based on common management approaches and
outcomes. The five typologies are:
•

Typology 1 - Mulched beds under established trees;

•

Typology 2 –Non-irrigated amenity planting;

•

Typology 3 - Native grass landscaping area;

•

Typology 4 –Dry turf; and

•

Typology 5 - Revegetation conservation site.
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The typologies can be applied to parks or reserves, or parts thereof, that are:
• unirrigated or receive very low irrigation;
• currently irrigated to maintain turf;
• not part of a dedicated play space;
• not part of dedicated sports area;
• not part of a formal garden or community garden;
• do not contain remnant vegetation (see Remnant Vegetation Management Plan); and
• not covered by any other plan (e.g. wetland management plan).

4. ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN APPLYING THE TYPOLOGIES
This document provides a guide only, and is not mandatory or prescriptive. The following issues
should be considered when applying the typologies:
•

The natural landscaping typologies are designed to reduce maintenance costs in
comparison with pre-existing site management approaches. They should not result in
additional total, resource requirements;

•

Multiple typologies can be applied in a single area of open space. Council will need to
determine on a case by case basis which typology(s) is most appropriate based on the
outcomes, community objectives and level of interest and broader objectives of Council;

•

As a rule, no typologies will be established or maintained using irrigation with potable water.
For parks and reserves in the northern part of the Council, some irrigation may be feasible
using recycled water from the Oaklands Park Stormwater Reuse Scheme; and

•

Cost ranges are indicative and need to be periodically reviewed and revised to ensure their
accuracy and applicability.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND REVIEW OF THE GUIDELINE
This is the first version of the Natural Landscapes Design and Maintenance Guideline.Some of
the proposed natural landscape typologies are being trialed and hence need to be monitored,
evaluated and periodically reviewed to assess performance. As such, an adaptive management
approach to their ongoing development and application is warranted. A separate Council report
outlines the approach to implementation.
The following sections provide details about each of the Typologies, including the aim and
potential outcomes of implementation, and notes about establishment and maintenance.
Optional extras which may be applied in associated with any of the Typology types are detailed
in Section 6.
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Description

Mulch under established trees replacing existing cover of irrigated or non-irrigated
turf. Mulch is generated from Council green waste collection and tree pruning. This
typology involves no active planting of understorey.

Primary aim

Maintain or improve the health of established trees and reduce maintenance costs.

Cross section

Examples of mulched beds under established trees

Mulched beds under mature Eucalypt at
Maldon Avenue Reserve, Mitchell Park
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TYPOLOGY 1 - MULCHED BEDS UNDER ESTABLISHED TREES
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Increased connectivity of remnant vegetation: Application of this typology
help protect existing established trees which play an important connectivity role
across the landscape.
Increased presence of desirable native fauna: Mulched areas may promote
habitat and foraging for invertebrates and small reptiles (e.g. skinks, geckos).
Protecting established trees will also be important for protecting current and
future native fauna that already rely on these trees for habitat/breeding, refuge,
foraging, or connectivity, or which may rely on trees as they mature (e.g.
eucalypts developing hollows).
Increased shade / canopy cover: Protecting established trees will maintain
existing shade and canopy cover, as well as increasing cover and shade over
time as younger trees grow and mature. Loss of established trees will reduce the
amount of shade and canopy cover, as well as associated beneficial services for
people and the environment.
Reduced urban heat islands: Treeshelp to reduce urban heat island effects
through the processes of direct shading (of surfaces and buildings) and
evapotranspiration. Established trees provide a significantly greater effect on
reducing temperatures than do unestablished, growing trees. This typology can
help to protect trees, which will help to reduce temperatures, particularly as
current immature trees grow to maturity. Removal of turf from within the
protection zone of established trees will reduce water and nutrient competition
and increase tree vigour.
Recreation: Located under or adjacent to trees use cut logs sourced from
surrounding council tree management actions to create climbing, balancing,
investigation, socialisation opportunities.
Community safety: Tree audits and assessments form part of ongoing site
audits in the tree management framework. This typology helps support clearance
zones limiting occupancy under mature trees.
Community involvement:There are limited opportunities for community
involvement.
Establishment
and maintenance

Establishment
• Mulch is spread to a minimum thickness of75 mm beneath the drip line of
trees.
• Depth of mulch may vary between tree species.
• Mulch bund created as a border (at twice thickness of mulch depth applied
under trees).
Maintenance
• Broadleaf weed control through spraying 2-3 times per year.
• Periodic auditing of mulch depths.
• Periodic topping up of mulch to maintainheight above surface at a minimum
of 75 mm depth (under tree) or twice that for the bund.
• Mowing occurs up to the edge of the mulch bund.
• No irrigation required.

Cost per m2

•

•

It assumed that there is no net cost to apply mulch if it comes from council
sources.
Weed spraying and brush cutting costs should come from existing
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Outcomes
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Special notes

•
•

•
•
•

Where can this
typology be
applied?
Optional
considerations

•
•

Potential reduction of moisture permeation to tree root structure through thick
applications of mulch.
Quality control of mulch types; course mulch with no fines to be used to
reduce water repellent risk, potential fungal growth, removal of nitrogen from
the soil and reduce potential weeds.
Potential tree stress because of previous turf irrigation promoting surface root
structures and not deep root infrastructure.
Nitrogen drawdown if fresh mulch is used – may need fertiliser
Spread of mulch outside of the bund area may occur (e.g. due to birds,
passive recreation, topography) and so maintaining mulch layer and bund
consistency will be important.
Apply this typology under existing native trees extending to the tree drip line
(tree protection zone).
This typology can be applied under trees both on the flat and on a slope up
to 30 degrees.

Materials: To achieve a different aesthetic consider using larger pebbles or a
stone edge in place of mulch. Ensure one type of material is used to reduce
maintenance.
Amenity: Provide a bench seat or a log(sourced from surrounding council tree
management actions) located under/adjacent the tree where there are limited
shaded seating options. Only provide seating under appropriate tree species
(ones with low failure rate).
CPTED: Review location of mulch garden beds and removal of lower branches
(where appropriate) to assist with views through and under tree canopies to
assist with CPTED principles, providing or improving visual sight lines and
connections.
Limb management: Large fallen branches can provide habitat for native
animalsboth from the fallen limb and potentially also from hollow development in
the tree where the limb has broken away. Fallen branches also provide
opportunities for nature play. Whether branches are retained should be assessed
depending on whether the tree has a propensity for limb fall.
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maintenance budgets.
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Description

Primarily understorey and midstorey (shrub) plantings of low maintenance
vegetation.

Primary aim

Provide a balance of amenity and biodiversity outcomes and reduce maintenance
costs over the mid to long term.

Cross
section

Non-irrigated amenity planting around established trees

Non-irrigated amenity planting without trees (variation 1)
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TYPOLOGY 2 –NON-IRRIGATED AMENITY PLANTING
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TYPOLOGY 2. NON-IRRIGATED AMENITY PLANTING

Non-irrigated planting without trees (variation 2)

Examples of native amenity planting

Mulch bund used to mark edge of amenity
planting.
Outcomes

Increased connectivity of remnant vegetation: Increased indigenous plantings
will support native fauna through increasing the total amount of habitat in a
landscape, and by improving connectivity for various fauna species across the
landscape. The relative impact of this typology on fauna movements will be highly
species-specific and dependant on what fauna occur in the region and their specific
habitat requirements, sensitivities, and abilities to move through the urban
landscape.
Increased presence of desirable native fauna: If plantings applied in this
typology take into consideration the habitat and foraging requirements of desirable
fauna species, then this typology may increase the presence of desirable nature
fauna by providing suitable living/breeding, refuge, and foraging habitats. For fauna
species to exploit these resources it will be important that they are able to access
these typologies (see notes on connectivity).
Increased shade / canopy cover: Plantings may provide some localised shade of
ground immediately beneath the plantings, however, this shade will have negligible
benefits compared to that provided by trees.
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Recreation: There are some opportunities for nature play through co-located cut
logs sourced from surrounding council tree management actions to create climbing,
balancing, investigation, socialisation opportunities. Careful consideration should
be given to ensuring clear sight lines to play elements. Consideration could also be
given to the establishment of a plant maze or paths for exploration using native
hedging plants (this would depend on location and area available noting that these
plantings are typical of garden beds adjacent to playgrounds providing amenity and
framing spaces within reserves).
Community involvement: Consideration should be given to consulting with the
community on the size and location of plantings and to identify the level of local
community involvement. This typology is likely to attract the interest of the local
community rather than the wider population due to its scale and local application.
Opportunities exist to engage with the surrounding residents to contribute to
establishment and, in some cases, ongoing maintenance.
Establishment
and maintenance

Note: The balance of biodiversity versus amenity outcomes from this typology can
be influenced by the choice of indigenous or non-indigenous species at the planting
stage.
Establishment
• Plant stock, tree guards and stakes provided by council. Use of tree guards and
stakes will depend on location of the site and risk of pest animal damage, such
as from hares.
• Planting labour provided by council or community groups.
• Mulch is spread to a thickness of 10 to 75 mm. Depth of mulch will vary
between plant species.
• Mulch bund created as a border.
• Quantity of mulch applied will depend on size of planting, with less mulch for
larger sized plantings.
• No irrigation (except perhaps for establishment of plants in first year near
northern reserves with access to Oaklands Park Stormwater Reuse Scheme
water).
Maintenance – Regime A (for sites close to residential housing)
• Mowing occurs up to the edge of the mulch bund.
• Broadleaf weed control within the bund 2-3 times per year.
• Brushcutting to reduce fire risk and maintain amenity values, at least twice per
year.
• May require supplementary plantings, depending on the success of initial
establishment phase.
• No regular mowing or irrigation.
• Where applied within the mulch bund, periodic auditing of mulch depths and
topping up to maintain height above surface within a thickness of 10 to 75 mm
depth.
Maintenance – Regime B (for sites away from residential housing)
• Mowing occurs up to the edge of the mulch bund.
• Broadleaf weed control within the bund 1-2 times per year.
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Reduced urban heat islands: Green spaces are important elements in urban
landscapes for helping to reduce urban heat islands. The presence of plants
minimises the coverage of sealed surfaces and evapotranspiration processes help
to cool the environment. The impact of cooling for this typology will be maximised
in Northern reserves if irrigation is applied.
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•
•
•

Cost per m2

•
•
•

Brush cutting to reduce fire risk and maintain amenity values, at least once per
year.
May require supplementary plantings, depending on the success of initial
establishment phase.
No regular mowing or irrigation.
Where applied within the mulch bund, periodic auditing of mulch depths and
topping up to maintain height above surface within a thickness of 10 to 75 mm
depth.
2

Costs are estimated on a per 5 m basis.
It assumed that there is no net cost to apply mulch if it comes from council
sources.
Weed spraying and brush cutting costs should come from existing maintenance
budgets.
Description

Cost

Indicative Item Cost
(per 5m²)

Tube stock planting
indigenous midstorey,
understorey and ground
cover.

$3.50 per plant with an
average of 3-5 plants per
square metre depending
on species typology

$50-$75

Stakes and protective
covers

$1.00 per plant

$15-$25
TOTAL

$105-$140 per 5 m

2

Special notes

•

Careful attention should be paid to management, particularly brushcutting,
weeding, and depth of planting when applied for screening purposes, to avoid
complaints regarding visual amenity and potential exacerbation of
environmental hazards (e.g. increased fire risk).

Where can this
typology be
applied?

•

This typology should be considered in high quality and more frequently used
open spaces due to the increased level of maintenance and amenity provided.
This typology can be applied along the road side edge of a reserve.
Consideration should be given to access points into the reserve, both
formalised (road crossing) and informal. Breaks in planting should be located
periodically to maintain access into the reserve. CPTED principles should be
considered with species selection and maintenance.
This typology can be applied as a screening edge between the reserve and
adjacent land use. Plant species should be selected with screening in mind
with a maximum growth height of 2-5 meters depending on desired screening
height.
This typology can be established under existing native trees ensuring that the
critical root zone (3-5metres) is kept clear of planting.
This typology can be applied as a stand-alone garden bed within a reserve to
provide additional landscape amenity.
This typology can be applied both on level ground and slopes up to 30
degrees.
Typology adjacent to playground to frame and create a sense of enclosure and
comfort.

•

•

•
•
•
•
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•
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Amenity: The amenity of indigenous plantings can be increased through species
selection, such as selected plants which provide flowers, seasonal change and/or
scent. The PlantSelector+ tool could be used to inform plant selection for specific
purposes (https://plantselector.botanicgardens.sa.gov.au/).
CPTED: When applied to the edge of the reserve plant species should be selected
with consideration to CPTED principles with a maximum growing height of 1.5
meters to keep sight lines into the reserve clear
Materials: Using a stone or wood border would provide a different and more
formalised aesthetic, and also potentially provide recreation elements. Wood
borders, particularly if natural logs are used, may also provide habitat and foraging
resources for some native animals.
Other: Species selection will be important if attempting to attract native animals to
use or traverse through this typology. If done with respect to the requirements of
different animal species, the beneficial impacts of this typology may extend beyond
the typology footprint into the broader landscape. The PlantSelector+ tool could be
used to inform plant selection for specific purposes
(https://plantselector.botanicgardens.sa.gov.au/).
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Optional
considerations
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Description Managed turf consisting primarily of native Wallaby grass (Austrodanthonia
caespitose). This typology can exist as an orchard, which is an area of grass grown
out to encourage seed development or as turf, which is maintained shorter.
Primary
aim

Develop low maintenance, managed native grass turf that supports passive
recreation, provides some biodiversity benefits and mitigates heat island impacts in
areas that are currently a bare ground/weed mix.

Cross
section

Grass mowing height should be no lower than 40 mm.

Examples of native grass landscaping area

Native grass patch at Bombay Street
Reserve

Extensive managed native grass landscaping
area
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TYPOLOGY 3 – NATIVE GRASS LANDSCAPING AREA
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Increased connectivity of remnant vegetation: This typology may help to
improve the permeability of the urban landscape through providing more “natural”
stepping stone elements through the built urban matrix between remnant
vegetation patches, and potentially providing a type of natural buffer if located
adjacent to well-vegetated areas. Managing these areas to have higher grass
heights will increase the connectivity function for small mammals, reptiles and
potentially some small birds.
Increased presence of desirable native fauna: There is limited habitat or refuge
provided for larger native animals(e.g. birds, mammals, reptiles, frogs) by this
typology if maintained as short mown heights. There may be some benefits for
soil quality and native insect species associated with native grasses, which may in
turn increase foraging potential for larger animals who feed on insects, though if
such animals are highly sensitive to open/edge habitats then they will not occur
regardless of foraging potential. Desirable animals may be increased by this
typology if it is located adjacent to a more structurally complex vegetation habitat
areas (e.g. kangaroos and bandicoots may forage in lawned areas if located
adjacent to suitable complex vegetated habitats) or if managed to have higher
grass heights.
Reduced urban heat islands: Green spaces are important elements in urban
landscapes for helping to reduce urban heat islands. Green grass areas are
known to facilitate urban cooling, with effects being felt in the immediate locale
and for varying distances downwind of the grassed area. However, it should be
noted that brown grass areas can be hotter than sealed surfaces. Irrigation of
these areas may be needed seasonally to maintain “greenness” to reduce urban
heat islands.
Recreation: There are limited opportunities for nature play within this typology,
however consideration should be made to the suitability of native lawns for
passive and active recreation purposes.
Community involvement: Opportunities exist to engage with the surrounding
community to inform them about native grasses and how these differ from the
more prevalent European grass species. There is the potential for seed
harvesting locations and established lawns of native grasses on Council land to
become an educational tool for surrounding residents to demonstrate the potential
and benefits of native lawn.
Establishment and
maintenance

Native grass orchard
Establishment
• Identify an existing area of native grass and protect it from mowing with a
mulch bund.
• Site to be flagged off from the community during grass establishment.
• In Northern areas with access to Oaklands Park Stormwater Reuse Scheme
some irrigation may be applied to assist with establishment.
Maintenance
• Broadleaf weed control through spraying 2-3 times per year.
• Avoid mowing from early spring to mid-summer.At other times of year
minimum mowing height of 40 mm.
Native grass turf
Establishment
• Where native grass is not already present engage a contractor to initiate a
direct seeding program.
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Outcomes
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Cost per m2

•
•
•

Special notes

•
•

•
•
Where can this
typology be
applied?

•

•

Optional
considerations

It assumed that there is no net cost to create a mulch bund if it comes from
council sources.
Weed spraying and brush cutting costs should come from existing
maintenance budgets.
Additional costs may be incurred if temporary fencing is required to section off
plots.
There is an increase in time and effort involved in ensuring the successful
establishment of a consistent coverage of native grass.
Increase in initial costs involved in integrating seed harvesting and
establishment of native grasses into Council practices and educating staff
members.
Mowing management and machinery cleaning systems review required to
prevent cross contamination between native and non-native grasses.
If seed heads are wind distributed (e.g. windmill grasses) there is potential for
them to spread and establish in surrounding sites.
Consider taking advantage of areas with existing established native grasses
to provide seeding patches that are already adapted to the local soil and
climate conditions.
This typology can be applied on the flat and on a slope up to 45 degrees,
depending on surface water and application methods (hydro seeding versus
hand seeding).

Amenity: Change in perceived amenity when compared to the more prevalent
non-native grass species. Potential increase or decrease in amenity due to
seeding plots depending on viewer sensitivity.
CPTED: Low lying plant species allows clear sight lines.
Other: The benefits of this typology for flora and fauna may be maximised if
located adjacent to well-vegetated (structurally complex) habitat areas. In this
spatial arrangement, native grass areas may help to buffer edge effects on wellvegetated habitat areas. Irrigation of this typology in Northern reserves to retain
“greenness” will be important for helping to minimise urban heat islands.
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In Northern areas with access to Oaklands Park Stormwater Reuse Scheme
some irrigation may be applied to assist with establishment.
Maintenance
• Broadleaf weed control through spraying 2-3 times per year.
• Minimum mowing height of 40 mm.
•

Natural Landscapes
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Description

Non-irrigated turf, primarily consisting of Kikuyu(Pennisetum clandestinum).

Primary aim

Develop low maintenance, managed turf that supports passive recreation and
mitigates heat island impacts in areas that are currently bare ground/weed mix.

Cross
section

Examples of dry turf

Area of Bombay Reserve covered in
mixture of Kikuyu and Galenia and
considered suitable for dry turf
establishment.

Areas of dry turf of varying quality in
foreground and background of image at
Gully Reserve.
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TYPOLOGY 4–DRY TURF
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Increased connectivity of remnant vegetation: Turfed areas may help to
increase the permeability of urban landscapes by providing more natural
“stepping stone”connections through the built urban landscape between suitable
habitat areas. Turfed areas may also provide a more “natural” buffer if adjacent to
well-vegetated habitat areas, though if dominated by weed species, may have a
negative impact on adjacent habitat areas by facilitating weed dispersal and
habitat degradation.
Increased presence of desirable native fauna: Species likely to utilise these
areas are common, generalist species found commonly throughout the urban
matrix (e.g. magpies, noisy minors, white ibis).
Reduced urban heat islands: Green spaces are important elements in urban
landscapes for helping to reduce urban heat islands. Green grass areas are
known to facilitate urban cooling, with effects being felt in the immediate locale
and for varying distances downwind of the grassed area. However, it should be
noted that brown grass areas can be hotter than sealed surfaces.
Recreation: There are limited opportunities for nature play within this typology,
however dry land grass provides numerous opportunities for passive recreation
(e.g. kicking balls, picnics, kite flying).
Community involvement: There are limited opportunities for community
involvement. However, a broad community information sheet could be produced
to explain and inform on Council practices and reasons behind maintaining dry
land grass areas.
Establishment and
maintenance

Establishment
• Aim is to encourage regrowth and expansion of existing areas of Kikuyu.
• Apply spray treatment to remove competing weeds such as Galenianear
Kikuyu.
• In Northern areas with access to Oaklands Park Stormwater Reuse Scheme
some irrigation may be applied to assist with establishment.
• Establishment may occur over a period of 2-3 years.
Maintenance
• Maintain mowing height of 40-50 mm to avoid cutting too close to base of
plant.
• Annual fertiliser application.
• Broadleaf spray every 1-2 years.

Cost per m2

•

•
Special notes

•
•

There should be limited establishment costs for this typology. The initial broad
leaf spray could be undertaken as part of spraying programs already
occurring at these sites or in nearby parks or reserves.
Additional costs may be incurred if fertiliser and irrigation is applied.
Potential for dry land grass to die off in summer and require additional
maintenance to recover during the winter months.
If the turf is non-irrigated, it may become a heat island source if natural
rainfall and runoff fails to maintain its “greenness”.

Where can this
typology be
applied?

•

Optional
considerations

Amenity: Change in perceived amenity when compared to irrigated grass areas.

This typology can be applied both on the flat and on a slope up to 45 degrees,
depending on surface water and application methods (hydro seeding verses
hand seeding).
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Outcomes
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Other: Ensure that both warm and cool season grass species are promoted within
the same area to provide better grass coverage and amenity all year round. This
can be achieved by seeding with winter growing species such as rye grass
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CPTED: Low lying plant species allows clear sight lines.
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Description

Non-remnantor remnant indigenous trees infilled with plantings of low maintenance,
indigenous midstorey, understorey and/or ground cover species consistent with the
desired conservation outcome.

Primary aim

Improve the conservation outcomes from existing non-remnant areas of native
vegetation and provide amenity outcomes.

Cross section

Examples of revegetation conservation site

Open areas under established (juvenile)
grey box woodland

Infill planting under grey box woodland
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TYPOLOGY 5–REVEGETATION CONSERVATION SITE
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Increased connectivity of remnant vegetation: This typology will contribute to
increased connectivity of remnant vegetation if spatially located appropriately within
the landscape. Connectivity provided by this typology for biodiversity may be in the
form of “stepping stone”, “patch consolidation”, or “continuous” connections. Their
functional value for species will be species-specific and dependant on species’
habitat requirements, sensitivities, and movement capabilities/motivations.
Increased presence of desirable native fauna: Providing structurally complex
revegetation areas will help to increase the presence of desirable native fauna,
particularly birds. The specific species benefited will depend on the revegetation
plantings undertaken and species’ habitat requirements, as well as their ability to
access this created typology.
Increased shade / canopy cover: Shade and canopy cover may be increased by
this typology by protecting existing trees and facilitating their growth, and if new
trees are planted as part of the revegetation works.
Reduced urban heat islands: Canopy cover and increased plantings associated
with this typology will help to greatly reduce urban heat islands, particularly if
located in or slightly upwind of current urban heat island hotspots.
Recreation: There are some opportunities for nature play through co-located cut
logs sourced from surrounding council tree management actions to create climbing,
balancing, investigation, and socialisation opportunitiesfor people (particularly
children). Such elements may also provide habitat and foraging resources for
certain native animal species. Careful consideration should be given to ensuring
clear sight lines to play elements.
Community involvement:This typology provides a greater level of community
involvement opportunities which could engage a wider range of community groups.
Opportunities exist to engage with the wider community, environmental
conservation groups and walking groups to contribute to the establishment and, in
some cases, the ongoing maintenance of areas of revegetation conservation
planting.
Establishment
and
maintenance

Establishment
• Plant stock, tree guards and stakes provided by council. Use of tree guards and
stakes will depend on location of the site and risk of pest animal damage, such
as from hares.
• Planting labour provided by council or community groups.
• Create mulch bund border.
Maintenance
• Mowing occurs up to the edge of the mulch bund.
• Broadleaf weed control within the bund 1-2 times per year.
• Brush cutting to reduce fire risk and maintain amenity values, at least once per
year.
• May require supplementary plantings, depending on the success of initial
establishment phase.
• No regular mowing or irrigation.

Cost per m2

•
•
•

Revegetation costs will vary due to location.
Species selection should consider indigenous plant colony which may impact
on price.
Community involvement in planting would reduce this cost by approximately
50%.
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Outcomes
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•

It is assumed that there is no net cost to create a mulch bund if it comes from
council sources.
Weed spraying and brush cutting costs should come from existing
maintenance budgets.
Description

Cost

Indicative Item Cost
(per 5 m²)

Tube stock planting
indigenous trees,
midstorey, understorey
and ground cover.

$3.50 per plant with an
average of 3-5 plants per
square metre depending
on species typology

$50-$75

Stakes and protective
covers

$1.00 per plant

$15-$25
TOTAL

Special notes

•

•
•
Where can this •
typology be
applied?
•
•

2

$65-$100 per 5 m plot

Due to the area required for conservation or reestablishment of large native
vegetation areas this typology will have an increased cost associated with its
establishment. However, this could be implemented over several years.
Potentially higher costs related to brush cutting due to the larger areas.
Potential to encourage antisocial behavior in an area which does not attract
high levels of use if CPTED principles are not applied.
Should be established in larger parcels of open space which will support the
establishment of a larger ecosystem.
Could be located adjacent to existing remnant vegetation to create biodiversity
corridors.
Consider taking advantage of areas with existing established native plantingsto
provide a starting point, especially with consideration to established tree
canopy.

Optional
Amenity: If located alongside an established or new walking track consider
considerations providing low maintenance and durable seating options for rest stops.
CPTED: Consider location of revegetation planting and the requirements for clear
sight lines and access points. Consider providing low planting or native grass
breaks in dense planting walls to provide clear entry and exit points. Such areas
should be carefully managed through maintenance, sight lines, passive
surveillance (where possible) and lighting (where possible).
Other: Consider providing interpretive or recognition signage in areas which have
a high environmental importance or high level of community involvement. Signage
should be all weather resistant and contain a range of informative information on
local flora and fauna.
If located along an established or new walking track wayfinding signage should be
considered. This should be located so that it is clearly legible from the walking track
and so that it will not be obscured by overgrown plants.
Consideration should be given to what fauna species are desirable and spatial
location and revegetation plantings undertaken to be sympathetic to desirable
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•
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species’ habitat requirements, sensitivities, and ability to access this typology.

Natural Landscapes
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6. OPTIONAL EXTRAS
OPTIONAL EXTRA 1 – LOG STEPPERS
Description

Log steppers are an optional play element, the layout and number of steppers will
depend on the location and source materials.

Primary aim

Provide low cost additional play elements to increase nature play value of reserves.
Source materials from Council tree management practices.

Cross
section

OPTIONAL EXTRA 2– LOG BALANCE BEAM
Description

Log balance beam/s is an optional play element, the layout, number and length of
balance beams will depend on the location and source materials.

Primary aim

Provide low cost additional play elements to increase nature play value of reserves.
Source materials from Council tree management practices.

Cross
section
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OPTIONAL EXTRA 3 – LOG OR ROCK SEAT
Description Log or rock seats are an optional amenity element, the layout and number of seats will
depend on the location and source materials.
Primary
aim

Provide low cost additional amenity elements to increase seating and socialisation areas
within reserves. Source materials from Council tree management practices.

Cross
section

Name and version no.

City of Marion Natural Landscaping Area Design and Maintenance
Guideline - V1.0

Last update

July 2017

Last Council review
(report reference)

July 2017

Next review due

July 2020

Responsibility
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